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Close Reading a Picture 

What do I see? 

(Evidence)   

 

What inferences can I make using 

the evidence? 

(Inferences) 

What pieces of evidence did I use 

to make each inference? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Background 
 
The Industrial Revolution was one of the most important events in human history. It began in 
England in the mid 1700s and quickly spread to the United States and Europe. Over the last 
200 years it has spread throughout the world. The revolution started because new inventions 
and “cheap labor” allowed many goods to be made and sold at low costs. Immigration and few 
good paying jobs in rural areas caused many people to flood into American cities. With so many 
new people looking for jobs, factory owners were able to keep wages low. They also had so 
many workers to choose from that they didn’t show much concern for the safety and comfort of 
their workers. Harsh working conditions often led to sickness, accidents and sometimes even 
death.  
 
During this time children were often forced to work instead of going to school. Poverty was the 
main reason that children worked. Although children were used to working on family farms, 
during this time in America’s history they were also working in coal mines, mills, and factories. 
About one million children age 10 to 15 were working in 1920 (out of total population of 12 
million kids in that age range) , a reason that the average American had only a ninth-grade 
education at this time.  
 
 

 



 
 
 



 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
Pictures and graphics taken from: 
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2012/08/16/158925367/child-labor-in-america-1920 
 
Text adapted from: 
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder836/Triangle%20Terror-Readers%20theater.pdf 
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Time Machine (1902): Children working
in the Pennsylvania coal mines

Children working as coal miners in Hughestown, Pennsylvania, 1911. MIDDLE: Breaker boys sort coal in an anthracite coal

breaker near South Pittston, Pennsylvania, 1911. BOTTOM: Girls in a Carolina cotton mill, 1908. Photos by Lewis Hine,

courtesy of Library of Congress. Public Domain 

Editor's Note: Coal was one of Pennsylvania's main industries. The following article describes

what one reporter saw when he investigated the lives of children working in mines during the

early 1900s. At the time, there were no child-labor laws.

The article mostly describes the lives of the "breaker boys." Their job was to separate rocks

from coal by hand. The boys worked in a coal breaker, a processing plant that breaks coal

into useful sizes. The article was originally published in 1902 and has been excerpted below.

Company Guards Coal

Walking from one mining village to another, I frequently came upon these little ones crouching

on their hands and knees. They were searching the trash for pieces of coal. One day, we

surprised a mother with her baby and 7-year-old daughter. The girl rose quickly as she saw

us, but she was so frightened that she fell back again beside her coal bucket. She pointed to it

and said, “That’s all we’ve taken. I’ll throw it back if you’ll let us go.”

By McClure's Magazine, adapted by Newsela staff on 08.05.16 
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We had to convince the girl and her mother that we were not there to arrest them.

“Why does the company guard all this coal so carefully?” I asked the girl.

She said that all the workers in town were on strike, refusing to work.

"The company wants them to starve," she said. "If they can’t get coal to cook their food with,

they will starve faster."

This was a 7-year-old child’s idea of justice and of the company. And the children know the

company. The boys are rarely more than 8 years old when they begin working for it.

Buildings Called Breakers

The boys work in grim black buildings called breakers. In these buildings, the coal from the

blast is crushed into smaller pieces.

The broken coal flows down a series of slides to the ground floor. From there it is loaded onto

freight cars. The slides zigzag through the building, and between them are seats for the “slate-

pickers.” Mixed with the coal are pieces of slate rock. It is the job of the slate-picker to remove

the rock and throw it into another slide, which leads to the trash heap below. Most of the slate-

pickers are boys. All day long their little fingers dip into the dirty stream that rolls past them.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 2



The coal looks so much like slate rock that it is hard to see without looking closely. The

children are forced to hunch over the slides. In front of the slides is an open space for the

“breaker boss.” He watches the boys as closely as they watch the coal.

Low Wages

When a boy begins to work at slate picking he receives 40 cents a day. As he becomes more

skilled over time his pay slowly goes up. The average pay is about 70 cents a day.

About one in six of all the workers in the coal mines are children.

According to the laws of Pennsylvania, no boy under 14 is allowed to work in a mine. No boy

under 12 is allowed to work in a breaker. Yet no one who stands by the side of a breaker boss

can believe for a minute that the law is being followed. The boss will explain that “these boys

look younger than their ages.” He will insist that a certificate recording the age of every boy is

on file in the office.

Children's age certificates are often false. However, there is no official system for recording

birthdays in Pennsylvania. Without such evidence, inspectors cannot prove that a father has

lied about his son's age.

While the miner’s son is working in the breaker or mine, it is likely that his daughter is working

in a mill or factory. Some of the girls are 17 or 18 years old. However, the majority are from 13

to 16, and quite a number are even younger.
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3rd-5th Grade Guided Reading Log 

Directions: Complete only for the required, ASSIGNED texts that your teacher gives you.  Refer to your teacher’s Weekly Assignment Google Doc to 

locate the questions.  Be ready to discuss. 

Week/Genre Date Title of Text Answer to Question 

1/Fiction    

1/Nonfiction    

2/Fiction    

2/Nonfiction    



3/Fiction    

3/Nonfiction    

4/Fiction    

4/Nonfiction    

 


